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I. INTRODUCTION 

Pursuant to Article 12 of the California Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) 

Rules of Practice and Procedure (“Rules”), Applicant San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

(“SDG&E”), NaturEner Rim Rock Wind Energy, LLC (“Rim Rock”), the Division of Ratepayer 

Advocates (“DRA”) and The Utility Reform Network (“TURN”) (collectively, “Joint Parties”) 

hereby move that the Commission approve and adopt the attached settlement agreement entered 

into by and among the Joint Parties (the “Settlement Agreement”).1  The Settlement Agreement 

resolves all issues raised in connection with SDG&E’s above-captioned application (“Pending 

Application”) to amend the renewable power purchase agreement (“Amended PPA”) with Rim 

Rock and for authority to make a tax equity investment in the Rim Rock Wind Energy Project 

(the “Project”).2 

                                                 
1  In the event that there are any perceived inconsistencies between this Joint Motion and the Settlement Agreement, 

the terms and conditions set forth in the Settlement Agreement are to prevail. 
2  A copy of the public (redacted) version of the Settlement Agreement is attached hereto as Attachment A.  A true 

and correct copy of the non-public (unredacted and confidential) version of the Settlement Agreement is filed 
along with SDG&E and Rim Rock’s Joint Motion for Leave to File Confidential Materials Under Seal, which has 
been filed concurrently with this Motion. 
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The Joint Parties that participated in settlement negotiations represent the interests of all 

the active parties in this proceeding and also represent the parties to the Amended PPA (SDG&E 

and Rim Rock) and the parties advocating on behalf of SDG&E’s ratepayers (DRA and TURN).  

Thus the interests of those most directly affected by the Settlement Agreement and the Amended 

PPA have been fully represented and the Settlement Agreement resolves all issues raised in the 

Pending Application.  

The Settlement Agreement fully satisfies the Commission’s requirements in Article 12 of 

its Rules. The Settlement Agreement is reasonable in light of the whole record, consistent with 

the law, and in the public interest.  For these reasons, the Commission should grant this motion 

and approve the Settlement Agreement without modification.   

Joint Parties will also demonstrate good cause for the Commission to grant a waiver of 

the time restrictions set forth in Rule 12.1(a)3 to submit a settlement and to authorize a shortened 

period for comments.4  Joint Parties also request the Commission assess this motion in a timely 

manner, consistent with the Project’s scheduling requirements. 

II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

SDG&E filed Advice Letter No. 2088-E on May 29, 2009 requesting Commission 

approval of a power purchase agreement to procure generation from a 309 MW wind generation 

facility that Rim Rock is developing in Kevin, Montana (“Original PPA”).  The SDG&E Advice 

Letter explained that the Project would secure third-party tax equity financing.  In Resolution E-

4277, the Commission authorized SDG&E to execute the Original PPA and purchase power in 

accordance with its terms.5  SDG&E and Rim Rock thereafter found it necessary to amend the 

                                                 
3  Rule 12.1(a) on its face obligates parties to propose a settlement “within 30 days after the last day of hearing.” 
4  Joint Parties are concurrently filing a motion requesting that the periods for comment set forth in Rule 12.2 be 

shortened. 
5  Resolution E-4277 (Nov. 20, 2009). 
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Original PPA.  A key amendment that SDG&E sought was to modify the financing arrangements 

such that SDG&E would make a tax equity investment in the Project.   

On July 15, 2010, SDG&E filed the Pending Application and supporting testimony 

requesting that the Commission approve certain amendments to the Original PPA.  The 

Amended PPA would expand the term of the Original PPA from 15 years to 20 years and revise 

the pricing for the Green Attributes to a cost-based price that would not exceed an agreed upon 

price cap for the Green Attributes (“GA Price Cap”) that would be fixed after Commission 

approval of the Application and just prior to the Construction Financial Closing for the Project.  

The Amended PPA would also enable Rim Rock to construct the Project in phases and would 

defer the commercial operations date for the Project.6  In addition, in the Pending Application, 

SDG&E seeks the authority to make a tax equity investment of up to the lesser of $600 million 

or 79.99% of Project costs.7 

On August 18, TURN, DRA and the Western Power Trading Forum (“WPTF”)8 filed 

protests to the Pending Application.  The Independent Energy Producers Association (“IEP”) 

filed a response on the same date.9  SDG&E filed a reply to the IEP response and WPTF, DRA 

and TURN protests on August 30. 

Assigned Administrative Law Judge Vieth (“ALJ”) conducted a Prehearing Conference 

on September 15, 2010.  Assigned Commissioner Peevey issued a Ruling and Scoping Memo 

(“Scoping Memo”) on September 29, 2010.  The Scoping Memo identified issues of fact and of 

                                                 
6  Pending Application at 6. 
7  Pending Application at 8. 
8  WPTF’s protest raised issues relating to overall Commission policy with respect to procurement of RPS 

generation and SDG&E’s proposed tax equity investment.  WPTF participated in the prehearing conference, but 
did not participate in the evidentiary hearings and did not attend the Settlement Conference. 

9  IEP’s response neither supported nor opposed SDG&E’s application.  IEP did not participate in the prehearing 
conference or the evidentiary hearings, but attended the Settlement Conference.   
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policy and/or law and established a procedural schedule contemplating the issuance of a 

Proposed Decision by “approximately March 23, 2011.”10 

Rim Rock, TURN and DRA served opening testimony on November 9, 2010.  SDG&E 

and Rim Rock served rebuttal testimony on November 30, 2010.  Evidentiary hearings were held 

from December 13 to December 17, 2010.  DRA, TURN, SDG&E and Rim Rock began 

settlement negotiations shortly thereafter. 

In compliance with Commission Rule 12.1(b), Joint Parties served a Notice of Settlement 

Conference on March 17 to the entire service list, and conducted the Settlement Conference on 

March 24, 2011 at the California Public Utilities Commission from 11:30 am until approximately 

12:00 pm.11  Any entity on the service list had an opportunity to participate in the conference in 

person or via the telephone.   

III. SUMMARY OF THE SETTLEMENT 

SDG&E, Rim Rock, DRA and TURN are all parties to the Settlement Agreement.  After 

holding a properly-noticed Settlement Conference on March 24, the Joint Parties executed the 

Settlement Agreement on April 8, 2011.  The Settlement Agreement includes specific provisions 

designed to address objections raised by DRA and TURN, while authorizing SDG&E and Rim 

Rock to proceed with the Project subject to the ability to finance the Project while satisfying an 

absolute cap on the price of Green Attributes purchased by SDG&E under the PPA.  Most 

notably, the Settlement Agreement reduces the MW size of SDG&E’s purchase commitment 

from the Project, reduces the approved amount of the ratepayer investment in the Project, 

allocates certain Project risks to SDG&E shareholders, enables TURN and DRA to review the 

                                                 
10 Scoping Memo at 5. 
11 Concurrent with filing the Notice of Settlement Conference on March 17, SDG&E requested that ALJ Vieth 

temporarily suspend the procedural schedule.  ALJ Vieth granted this request via email on the same day.   
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inputs and supporting due diligence used to run the “Base Case Model”12 that will determine the 

final cost of Green Attributes under the PPA and the relative investments by the partners, and 

includes a commitment by SDG&E with respect to its future procurement of RPS generation. 

The Settlement Agreement enables Rim Rock to continue to develop and construct the 

Project and add supplemental RPS generation to SDG&E’s portfolio.  At the same time, the 

Settlement Agreement revises the Project and SDG&E’s tax equity investment in a manner 

which positively responds to the ratepayer protection-based objections TURN and DRA have 

raised.  The Settlement Agreement also addresses the issues identified in the Scoping Memo. 

A. TURN and DRA Positions 

The TURN Protest urged the Commission to reject the Pending Application on the 

grounds, among others, that SDG&E’s proposed tax equity investment offered few benefits 

while creating a series of new and hard-to-quantify risks for ratepayers.13  TURN also argued 

that the Amended PPA violated the Commission’s then moratorium on “Tradable Renewable 

Energy Credits.”14  

In its Protest, DRA deferred making a definitive recommendation until after the 

completion of discovery.15  DRA identified potentially troublesome issues associated with 

SDG&E’s proposed tax equity investment, including SDG&E’s proposed treatment of cost 

items, ratemaking proposals, the adequacy of the protections for ratepayers and its initial 

                                                 
12 The “Base Case Model” is a sophisticated computer model assessing the multiplicity of costs and revenues 

associated with the Project’s construction and operations.  Under the terms of the Transaction Agreements, 
SDG&E will run the Base Case Model with the most current inputs just prior to Rim Rock obtaining the funds 
from a third party to construct the Project (“Construction Financial Closing”).  This run of the Base Case Model 
will calculate the final GA Price at which SDG&E will purchase Green Attributes from the Project. 

13 TURN Protest at 2. 
14 TURN Protest at 1, (citing D.10-05-018, Ordering Paragraph 2).  The Commission lifted this moratorium in D. 

11-01-025. 
15 DRA Protest at 1. 
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perspective that SDG&E shareholders would receive disproportionate benefits of the tax equity 

investment.16   

In their testimony, DRA and TURN each asked the Commission to reject the Pending 

Application and to decline to authorize either the Amended PPA or SDG&E’s tax equity 

investment.17  DRA and TURN objected to the 309 MW size of the Project.  They also urged 

rejection of the Pending Application on the grounds that the size of the tax equity investment by 

SDG&E’s ratepayers -- up to $600 million or 79.99% of the total Project costs – was in absolute 

amounts too much.18  The testimony also asserted that SDG&E’s tax equity proposal exposed 

ratepayers to limited upside, but substantial risk, and correspondingly provided SDG&E’s 

shareholders substantial benefit, but relatively little or no risk.19  DRA and TURN also objected 

to the fact that SDG&E proposed to obtain final Commission approval to execute the Amended 

PPA, even though the final Green Attribute Price (“GA Price”) would not be known until a later 

date and there was no provision for further review by ratepayers or the Commission with respect 

to SDG&E’s subsequent due diligence and the inputs used in the final Base Case Model that 

would yield the calculation of the final GA Price.20 

B. Issues Identified in the Scoping Memo 

For the most part, the Scoping Memo anticipated the grounds on which the TURN and 

DRA testimony objected to the Pending Application.  In particular, the Scoping Memo identified 

as issues the risks and rewards of SDG&E’s tax equity investment proposal and how these risks 

and benefits should be fairly allocated between SDG&E’s shareholders and ratepayers.21 

                                                 
16 DRA Protest at 3-5. 
17 Neither TURN nor DRA specifically objected to the Amended PPA proposed in the Pending Application, if 

SDG&E did not make any tax equity investment. See, DRA Testimony at 3.  
18 DRA Testimony at 54-55; TURN Direct Testimony at 42. 
19 See, e.g., DRA Protest at 4; TURN Protest at 2. 
20 See, e.g. DRA Testimony at 10-12.  
21 Scoping Memo at 2-3. 
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The Scoping Memo also identified certain issues of policy and law.22  These included 

issues relating to the consistency of SDG&E’s tax equity investment with the Commission’s 

policies to advance RPS generation and the appropriateness of SDG&E’s ratemaking proposal to 

include its tax equity investment into SDG&E’s rate base and allow SDG&E to earn a return on 

the amount invested.  The Scoping Memo also questioned whether, in the event the Commission 

were to grant the authority the Pending Application requests, it should impose any conditions.  

C. The Settlement Agreement Appropriately Responds to the Objections 
TURN and DRA Raise, But Still Enables Rim Rock and SDG&E to 
Proceed with a Beneficial RPS Project 

In response to TURN and DRA’s objections to the magnitude of SDG&E’s purchase 

commitment and total costs of the Project, SDG&E and Rim Rock have agreed to reduce 

SDG&E’s purchase commitment from 309 MW to 189 MW, representing a reduction of over 

35%.  This decrease enables a reduction in total Project costs and thus reduces the amount of 

ratepayer investment.  SDG&E and Rim Rock also agreed that the percentage of the Project costs 

to be funded through ratepayer investment be decreased from the 79.99% proposed in the 

Pending Application to less than 65%.  The reduction in Project costs and the agreement to cap 

ratepayers’ investment at less than 65% results in the ratepayer investment being reduced to no 

more than $250 million (a reduction from the initially-proposed maximum of $600 million of 

almost 60%).  These reductions in SDG&E’s purchase obligation, the amount of total ratepayer 

investment, and proportionate amount of ratepayer investment significantly reduce the amount of 

risk for ratepayers associated with the tax equity investment.  This reduced level of ratepayer 

investment also addresses the issues relating to the relative allocation of risks and benefits 

between SDG&E shareholders and ratepayers. 

                                                 
22 Scoping Memo at 3-4. 
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TURN and DRA also maintained that the proposed investment would place SDG&E’s 

shareholder interests at odds with the best interests of SDG&E’s ratepayers, because SDG&E’s 

shareholders would stand to gain benefits from the investment but would not be subjected to the 

same risks as ratepayers.  TURN and DRA maintained that this conflict of interest could be 

mitigated if SDG&E shareholders were to make a corresponding tax equity investment in the 

Project and thus “have skin in the game.”  The Settlement Agreement correspondingly obligates 

SDG&E shareholders to make a tax equity investment equal to no less than 10% of the Project 

costs.  SDG&E’s shareholders accordingly, just like ratepayers, are subject to reduced returns or 

even possibly a loss in the event the Project fails to perform in accordance with its projections. 

Further, with respect to balancing the SDG&E shareholder and ratepayer risks and 

benefits, SDG&E also agreed in the Settlement Agreement that its ratepayers would have a 

“priority” over SDG&E shareholders with respect to distributions by the Project of cash and tax 

benefits.23  The revised transaction documents are thus structured to make recovery of the 

shareholder investment subordinate to the recovery of the ratepayer investment, by ensuring that 

SDG&E’s ratepayers will be repaid their investment prior to SDG&E shareholders being repaid 

their investment.  The Settlement Agreement also obligates SDG&E to file reports during the 

term of the investments to ensure that SDG&E’s ratemaking is consistent with the 

ratepayer/shareholder allocation of benefit provisions negotiated in the Settlement Agreement.24 

TURN and DRA also opposed the Pending Application on the grounds that it would 

authorize SDG&E to run the Base Case Model to set the final GA Price sometime after securing 

Commission approval, with no opportunity for further review by the Commission or ratepayer 

advocates of either the final model inputs and final model run or the resulting GA Price itself.  In 

                                                 
23 Settlement Agreement at § 2(g). 
24 Settlement Agreement at § 2(h).  
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response, the Settlement Agreement obligates SDG&E and Rim Rock to provide TURN, DRA, 

and the Director of the Energy Division with various reports containing updated information 

about the key inputs in the run of the Base Case Model leading up to Construction Financial 

Closing (e.g. the energy price forecast for the AESO markets and the projected capacity factor 

for the Rim Rock wind generators) and provides TURN and DRA with an opportunity to review 

and question these key inputs.   

Finally, the Settlement Agreement establishes a form of alternate dispute resolution 

which ideally would enable the Joint Parties to resolve any possible dispute informally, but if 

necessary have the Director of the Energy Division resolve the matter as specified in Section 3(j) 

of the Settlement Agreement. 

IV. THE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT WARRANTS COMMISSION APPROVAL 

The Commission will approve “a settlement, whether contested or uncontested [if the 

sponsoring parties demonstrate that]…[it] is reasonable in light of the whole record, consistent 

with the law and in the public interest.”25  The Settlement Agreement is sponsored by all the 

“active parties” to this proceeding.  It should thus be assessed as an all-party settlement and 

therefore be subject to the standard of review that the Commission has adopted for all-party 

settlements.  Even if the Commission opts to evaluate the Settlement Agreement as if it were a 

contested, multi-party settlement, the Settlement Agreement still merits approval.  In all events 

and by any perspective, the Settlement is reasonable in light of the whole record, consistent with 

the law, and in the public interest.  

A. The Settlement Agreement Is An All-Party Settlement  

The Settlement Agreement is an all-party settlement.  In its most recent decisions 

evaluating settlements, the Commission has consistently determined whether or not a settlement 
                                                 
25 Rule 12.1(d). 
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represented an all-party settlement by reference to whether all the active parties were sponsoring 

the settlement agreement.  All “active parties” in the Pending Application are signatories to the 

Settlement Agreement and each is a Joint Party to this motion. 

This Settlement Agreement fits squarely within the Commission’s definition of an all-

party settlement.  The Commission no longer requires that an “all party settlement” include every 

party that may have filed a pleading or otherwise made an appearance at some preliminary 

stage.26  Thus the fact that WPTF and IEP each early on filed a pleading does not make them an 

“active party” for purposes of determining whether the Settlement Agreement qualifies as an all-

party settlement. 

WPTF filed an initial protest and attended the prehearing conference, but did not 

participate beyond that.  IEP filed a response and attended the Settlement Conference.  PG&E 

attended the prehearing conference and participated by telephone in the Settlement Conference, 

but did not otherwise participate.  At the Prehearing Conference, PG&E expressed an interest to 

“monitor” the Pending Application.  The ALJ accordingly declined to grant PG&E “party” 

status.27  In contrast, the Commission declined to recognize an all-party settlement in D.01-02-

075 (at 10) because TURN remained an “active party” throughout the proceeding, but did not 

join in sponsoring the settlement. 

In this proceeding, each active party is also a full participant in and committed supporter 

of the Settlement Agreement.  In ruling on motions regarding confidential information, 

Administrative Law Judge Vieth identified “[t]he four active parties” in the proceeding as 

                                                 
26 The Commission in one instance defined an “all-party” settlement as “one sponsored by all of the parties to the 

Commission proceeding.” D.92-12-019, 46 CPUC 2d 538, 548 n.2.  More recently, in D.08-01-021, the 
Commission described an “all-party” settlement as one which all active parties, rather than every party to the 
proceeding, supported the settlement.  D.08-01-021 at 5. 

27 Prehearing Conference, TR. 3-4. 
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SDG&E, Rim Rock, TURN, and DRA.”28  Based on these facts and Commission precedents, 

SDG&E, Rim Rock, DRA and TURN should be considered the only active parties.  As they are 

each a participant in and a sponsor of the Settlement Agreement, it should be considered an all-

party settlement. 

B. The Settlement Agreement Satisfies the Commission’s Criteria for 
Approval of All-Party Settlements 

As demonstrated in the preceding section, the Settlement Agreement represents an all-

party settlement.  The Commission requires that (1) an all-party settlement command the 

unanimous sponsorship of all active parties to the proceeding; (2) the sponsoring parties are 

fairly representative of the affected interests; (3) no term of the settlement contravenes statutory 

provisions or prior Commission decisions; and (4) the settlement conveys to the Commission 

sufficient information to permit it to discharge its future regulatory obligations with respect to 

the parties and their interests.29  

The Settlement Agreement satisfies each of these criteria.  As explained above, the 

Settlement Agreement is sponsored by all “active parties.”  Furthermore, the Joint Parties fairly 

represent the affected interests.  SDG&E and Rim Rock represent the purchasing utility and RPS 

developer interests, respectively, in the Amended PPA.  DRA and TURN correspondingly 

represent the interests of consumers and ratepayers.  For these reasons, Joint Parties fairly 

represent the affected interests. 

The Settlement Agreement is also consistent with statutory provisions and prior 

Commission decisions.  It also provides the Commission with sufficient information to allow it 

to discharge its future obligations.  

                                                 
28 Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling (1) Regarding Motions to File Confidential Materials Under Seal and to 

Receive Exhibits in Evidence and (2) Revising Schedule at 2. (Feb. 3, 2011). 
29 See D.92-12-019, 46 CPUC 2d 538, 550-551.  See also, D.04-12-050 at 11 n.12 (citing D.92-12-019); D.09-10-

046 at 5 (citing D.92-12-019). 
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C. The Settlement Agreement Also Warrants Approval, Even If Not 
Considered an All-Party Settlement  

Even if the Commission were to decline to assess the Settlement Agreement as an all-

party settlement, it should nonetheless still determine that the Settlement Agreement satisfies the 

requirements of Rule 12(d).  The Commission has described its review of settlements that do not 

qualify as an all-party settlement as “somewhat more stringent” than the review to which it 

subjects all-party settlements.30  The Commission has suggested that this heightened standard 

takes into account “the individual elements of the settlement in order to determine whether the 

settlement generally balances the various interests at stake as well as to assure that each element 

is consistent with our policy objectives and the law.”31 

The Settlement Agreement both as a whole and its individual provisions satisfies these 

criteria.  The Settlement Agreement clearly balances the various interests at stake.  Indeed, the 

Joint Parties carefully crafted the Settlement Agreement to delicately balance the interests of 

SDG&E and Rim Rock, the parties that are sponsoring the Project, with the interests advanced 

by DRA and TURN to protect ratepayers from certain risks they perceive in the tax equity 

investment.  Each individual element of the Settlement Agreement is also consistent with 

Commission policy objectives and the law. 

D. The Settlement Agreement is Reasonable in Light of the Record, 
Consistent with the Law and in the Public Interest 

Commission Rule 12.1(d) provides that the Commission shall “approve settlements, 

whether contested or uncontested,” upon the sponsors demonstrating that the settlement is 

“reasonable in light of the whole record, consistent with the law, and in the public interest.”  The 

Commission applies Rule 12.1(d) by considering the following criteria:  “(1) the risk, expense, 

                                                 
30 D.94-04-088, 54 CPUC 2d 337, 343.  See also, D. 96-01-011, 64 CPUC 2d 241, 267 (finding that the lack of an 

all-party settlement will heighten the Commission’s standard of review) and D.10-12-035 at 26-28. 
31 D.10-12-035 at 26-28 (footnote omitted). 
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complexity and likely duration of further litigation, (2) whether the settlement negotiations were 

at arms-length, (3) whether major issues were addressed, and (4) whether the parties were 

adequately represented.”32 The Settlement Agreement satisfies each of the criteria set forth in 

Rule 12(d) and should therefore be approved. 

First, the Settlement Agreement expeditiously resolves issues that otherwise would have 

been litigated.  Approval of the Settlement Agreement will relieve the Joint Parties from 

submitting opening and reply briefs and continuing to litigate what would otherwise have been a 

contested proceeding.  Moreover, the Settlement Agreement is consistent with Commission 

policy favoring settlements,33 which is designed to support “many worthwhile goals, including 

reducing the expense of litigation, conserving scarce Commission resources, and allowing parties 

to reduce the risk that litigation will produce unacceptable results.”34 

Second, settlement negotiations were conducted at arm’s length.  There is no evidence to 

suggest that the Joint Parties’ participation during this proceeding involved collusion or undue 

influence.  DRA and TURN vigorously opposed the Pending Application.  SDG&E and Rim 

Rock aggressively supported moving forward with the Project as proposed in the Pending 

Application.  Joint Parties communicated their divergent positions in their respective pleadings, 

in prepared testimony and throughout the evidentiary hearing.  Joint Parties have participated in 

the Pending Application in a manner consistent with advocating their respective independent 

interests.  In all respects, the resultant Settlement Agreement was negotiated at arm’s length. 

Third, the settlement agreement addresses all major issues raised in this proceeding, as 

summarized in Section III above.   

                                                 
32 D.10-12-035 (citing D.88-12-083, 30 CPUC 2d 189,222). 
33 See D.09-10-046 at 8 (“There is a strong public policy favoring the settlement of disputes to avoid costly and 

protracted litigation.”) (citing D.88-12-083, 30 CPUC 2d 189,222). 
34 D.08-01-043 at 10 (citing D.05-03-022).  See also, D.98-02-091, 78 CPUC 2d 507, 511 (citing D.92-12-019). 
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Finally, each party was represented by experienced counsel.  The Commission has more 

than an ample record to assess the reasonableness of the Settlement Agreement.  The active 

parties each engaged in substantial discovery, three rounds of extensive testimony were 

submitted, and a full week of evidentiary hearings were conducted. 

The Settlement should further be judged “reasonable” as it reflects and incorporates 

numerous and significant concessions made by each of the Joint Parties.  The Settlement 

Agreement allows SDG&E and Rim Rock to proceed with a 189 MW Amended PPA which will 

provide a substantial amount of Green Attributes to SDG&E’s ratepayers.  On the other hand, in 

order to reduce the risk of the tax equity investment that TURN and DRA perceive, the 

Settlement Agreement reduces the size of SDG&E’s purchase obligation, reduces the amount of 

ratepayer investment in the Project, both in terms of absolute dollars and in percentage amount, 

subjects SDG&E shareholders to substantial Project risk, and establishes a process that provides 

DRA and TURN with an opportunity to review the inputs and supporting due diligence SDG&E 

will use to run the Base Case Model at Construction Financial Closing.  

To ascertain whether a settlement agreement is “consistent with the law,” the 

Commission considers whether any term of the settlement agreement contravenes statutory 

provisions or prior Commission decisions.35  In addition, the Commission evaluates whether the 

settlement implements or promotes state and Commission policy goals embodied in statutes or 

Commission decisions.36 

The settlement process was conducted in full compliance with the Article 12 of the 

Commission’s Rules.  The Settlement Agreement advances the public interest as it appropriately 

balances the various stakeholder interests at issue in the Pending Application.  In particular, the 

                                                 
35 D.10-12-035 at 26. 
36 Id. 
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Settlement Agreement enables Rim Rock to obtain cost effective tax equity financing for the 

Project which will enable it to sell Green Attributes to SDG&E at a price level that it could not 

have offered through other financing available in the market. 

At the same time, the Settlement Agreement minimizes the risk to SDG&E’s ratepayers 

of what will be the first Commission-approved tax equity investment by a California regulated 

utility.  The ratepayer investment is reduced by almost 60 percent from up to $600 million to no 

more than $250 million.  The Settlement Agreement also provides an additional layer of public 

review by establishing a process that enables DRA and TURN to review the material inputs from 

which the final GA Price will be calculated.  Indeed, the Settlement Agreement thus enables the 

SDG&E tax equity investment to advance the “creativity, innovation, and vigor in program 

execution” that the Commission has requested the electric utilities to pursue in seeking to 

achieve their RPS procurement strategies.37 

For these reasons, the Commission should find the Settlement Agreement reasonable in 

light of the record, consistent with the law, and in the public interest. 

V. PROCEDURAL MATTERS 

A. Request for Confidential Treatment  

Concurrent with this motion, SDG&E and NaturEner are filing a motion to file certain 

commercially sensitive information related to the Settlement Agreement on a confidential basis 

pursuant to California Public Utilities Code Sections 454.5(g) and 583, General Order 66-C, 

D.06-06-066, D.08-04-023 and Rule 11.4 of the Commission’s Rules.  Confidential treatment 

and redaction of such information is necessary with respect to this Pending Application to protect 

against inappropriate disclosure of confidential, commercially sensitive information pertaining to 

                                                 
37 D.09-06-018 at 83 (Ordering Paragraph 5). 
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SDG&E’s electric procurement resources and strategies and Rim Rock’s confidential and 

proprietary cost information.38  

B. Compliance with Rule 12.1 

Joint Parties have fully complied with Rule 12.1(a).  Sections II, III, and IV of this 

motion provide a statement of the factual and legal considerations adequate to advise the 

Commission of the scope of the settlement and of the grounds for its adoption.  The Settlement 

Agreement and this Motion are limited to the issues raised in the Pending Application and do not 

extend to substantive issues which may come before the Commission in other or future 

proceedings. 

C. Request for Waiver of 30-Day Requirement in Rule 12.1(a)  

Joint Parties request waiver of Rule 12.1(a) which on its face requires that settlements be 

submitted within 30 days after the last day of hearing.  Joint Parties commenced settlement 

negotiations as soon as practicable after the conclusion of evidentiary hearings.39  The 

Commission has been apprised of the status of the settlement negotiations since they began in 

early January.  In light of the ongoing settlement negotiations, the Joint Parties have requested, 

and Administrative Law Judge Vieth has granted, a series of extensions in the procedural 

schedule.40   

The Commission has consistently and appropriately granted similar waivers from the 30-

day rule requirement in Rule 12.1(a).  The Commission has explicitly rejected a challenge to a 

                                                 
38 The reasons for requesting confidentiality for certain provisions of the Settlement Agreement and the Amended 
Transaction Agreements are similar to those identified in the motions for confidentiality that SDG&E and Rim Rock 
submitted to seal portions of the evidentiary record, which were granted by ALJ Vieth in a Ruling on February 3. 
39At the conclusion of the evidentiary hearings on December 17, 2010, the ALJ scheduled a possible additional day 
for hearings on January 6, 2011.  It was ultimately determined that the additional day of hearings was not necessary.  
The Christmas and New Year’s holidays precluded the Joint Parties from commencing settlement negotiations in 
December. 
40 See ALJ Vieth Rulings revising the procedural schedule on January 19, February, 3, February 16, March 4, and 
March 17. 
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settlement agreement which asserted that the settling parties had failed to comply with the Rule 

12.1(a) 30-day rule.  The Commission explained that rejecting a settlement based on the 30-day 

rule would be “unreasonable [and] overly restrictive” and “would render the Commission's 

settlement process unavailable in many proceedings.”41  Moreover, as all the active parties in this 

proceeding are participants in and sponsors of the Settlement Agreement, the interests of no 

other possible party would be harmed by the granting of the requested waiver.   

On this basis, Joint Parties request waiver of the Rule 12.1(a) requirement that 

settlements be proposed within 30 days after the last day of hearing. 

D. Hearing Not Required 

Pursuant to Rule 12.3, a hearing is not necessary because there are no material contested 

issues of fact among the active parties to the proceeding. 

E. Request for Shortened Comment Period 

Joint Parties are requesting a shortened period for comment on the Settlement Agreement 

in a separate Motion they are filing concurrently with this motion.  Specifically, Joint Parties 

request that the period for initial comments be reduced to seven (7) days, and the time for reply 

comments be shortened to 5 days.42   

F. Request For A Timely Decision 

Joint Parties respectfully request that the Commission grant this motion and approve the 

Settlement Agreement on a timely basis.  A substantial delay could threaten the economic 

viability of the Project and thus effectively negate the proposed Settlement Agreement.   

Under the Settlement Agreement, SDG&E’s ratepayers and shareholders will each be 

making a tax equity investment in the Project.  The financial analysis supporting both 
                                                 
41 D.10-12-035 at 29. 
42 Rule 12.2 provides: “Parties may file comments contesting all or part of the settlement within 30 days of the date 

that the motion for adoption of settlement was served…Parties may file reply comments within 15 days after the 
last day for filing comments.” 
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investments assumes that generation from the Project will qualify for Production Tax Credits 

(“PTCs”).  Under existing law, the Project must achieve commercial operation by no later than 

December 31, 2012 for its generation to qualify for such PTCs. 

In order to achieve that commercial operation date, the Project must have a timely 

Commission decision.  To facilitate Commission issuance of a timely decision, Joint Parties are 

concurrently filing a Motion to Shorten the Time to Comment on the Settlement Agreement. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, the Joint Parties request that the Commission approve the 

Settlement Agreement without modification and find it reasonable in light of the whole record, 

consistent with the law, and in the public interest.  Joint Parties further request that the 

Commission grant the waiver requested from the Rule 12.1(a) 30-day requirement.  Finally, Joint 

Parties request approval of the shortened period for the filing of comments on the Settlement 

Agreement and SDG&E and NaturEner request approval to file certain commercially sensitive 

information related to the settlement on a confidential basis, both of which requests are set forth 

in separate motions being filed concurrently with this motion.43   

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 

    /s/ Steven F. Greenwald   
Steven F. Greenwald  
Jessica R. Mullan 
Davis Wright Tremaine LLP 
505 Montgomery Street, Suite 800 
San Francisco, CA 94111-6533 
Telephone: (415) 276-6500 
Facsimile: (415) 276-6599 
Email:  stevegreenwald@dwt.com 
Attorneys for NATURENER RIM ROCK 
WIND ENERGY, LLC  
 

    /s/ Steven C. Nelson   
Steven C. Nelson 
101 Ash Street 
San Diego, California 92101-3017 
Telephone: (619) 699-5136 
Facsimile: (619) 699-5027 
Email: SNelson@sempra.com     
Attorney for SAN DIEGO GAS & 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
 

                                                 
43 Per Rule 1.8, SDG&E has been authorized to sign this pleading on behalf of Rim Rock, DRA and TURN. 
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    /s/ Matthew Freedman   
Matthew Freedman 
The Utility Reform Network 
115 Sansome Street, Suite 900 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
Telephone: 415-929-8876 x304 
Facsimile: 415.929.1132 
Email: matthew@turn.org 
Attorney for THE UTILITY REFORM 
NETWORK 

    /s/ Candace J. Morey   
Candace J. Morey  
Marcelo Poirier 
California Public Utilities Commission 
505 Van Ness Ave. 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
Telephone: (415) 703-3211 
Facsimile: (415) 703-2262 
Email: cjm@cpuc.ca.gov 
Email: mpo@cpuc.ca.gov  
Attorneys for DIVISION OF RATEPAYER 
ADVOCATES 

 

Dated:  April 8, 2011 



 

 

 
 
 
 

ATTACHMENT A 
 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
PUBLIC VERSION 



PUBLIC VERSION 
 
 
 

 EXECUTION VERSION 
 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

 This Settlement Agreement (the “Settlement Agreement”), dated as of April 8, 2011 (the 

“Execution Date”), is made and entered into by and among the Division of Ratepayer Advocates 

(“DRA”), NaturEner Rim Rock Wind Energy, LLC (“Rim Rock”), San Diego Gas & Electric 

Company (“SDG&E”) and The Utility Reform Network (“TURN”).  Each of DRA, Rim Rock, 

SDG&E and TURN is individually referred to herein as a Party, and collectively as the Parties. 

Recitals 

 A.   SDG&E filed Advice Letter 2088-E on May 29, 2009 requesting approval by the 

California Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) of a renewable energy power purchase 

agreement (“Original PPA”) executed with Rim Rock for generation from a new 309 MW wind 

generation facility to be located near Kevin, Montana (“Project”).  On November 20, 2009, the 

Commission approved the Original PPA in Resolution E-4277 in its entirety and without any 

modifications.  

 B.   On July 12, 2010, SDG&E and Rim Rock’s affiliate, NaturEner USA, LLC 

(“NaturEner”), executed the Participation Agreement (“Participation Agreement”) which 

contemplates amendment of the Original PPA and a potential tax equity investment by SDG&E 

in the Project.  Attached as exhibits to the Participation Agreement are forms of additional 

agreements which would be executed by SDG&E and Rim Rock (or its affiliates) upon the 

satisfaction of certain conditions precedent.  The attached exhibits include:  the form of an 

Equity Capital Contribution Agreement (“ECCA”) (Exhibit A to the Participation Agreement), 

which governs the terms upon which SDG&E would make a tax equity investment in the Project; 

the form of a Limited Liability Company Agreement  (“LLC Agreement”) (Exhibit A to the 

ECCA), which governs the relationship between SDG&E as a tax equity investor in the Project 

and Rim Rock (or its affiliate) as the equity investor in the Project; and the form of an SDG&E 

Closing/Stand Alone PPA (Exhibit C to the Participation Agreement), which upon execution 

would effectuate amendments to the Original PPA through either the Closing PPA (in the event 

that SDG&E is the tax equity investor in the Project) or the Stand Alone PPA (in the event that 
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SDG&E is not the tax equity investor in the Project) (the Participation Agreement and the 

agreed-upon form of the additional agreements are referenced collectively as the “Transaction 

Agreements”).  The Participation Agreement sets forth the conditions precedent to SDG&E and 

Rim Rock’s (or its affiliate’s) execution of the Transaction Agreements, including, among other 

matters, the requirement for a final and non-appealable order from the California Public Utilities 

Commission (“Commission”) approving the Transaction Agreements.   

 C. The agreed-upon form of SDG&E Closing/Stand Alone PPA would upon its 

execution, among other matters: (a) change the term of the Original PPA from 15 years to 20 

years; (b) adjust the green attributes pricing structure from a fixed price to a cost-based price 

subject to a cap on the green attributes price (“GA Price Cap”); (c) add flexibility regarding 

Project phasing; (d) adjust the commercial operations date of the Project; and (e) fix the total 

quantity (in MW) purchased from the Project.  The Participation Agreement provides that the 

final green attributes price will be established by the re-run of the base case model (“Base Case 

Model”) immediately prior to the anticipated construction financing of the Project, updating 

various inputs in the Base Case Model.  The Participation Agreement also sets forth in detail the 

protocols and constraints that govern the running of the Base Case Model at that time.  

Capitalized terms not defined in this Settlement Agreement shall have the meaning give in the 

Participation Agreement.   

 D. On July 15, 2010, SDG&E filed an application with the Commission (A.10-07-

017) (the “Pending Application”) requesting approval for, among other matters: (a) SDG&E to 

make a  tax equity investment in the Rim Rock Wind project holding company for up to the 

lesser of $600 million or 79.99% of the Project Costs and to enter into the Transaction 

Agreements and perform its obligations thereunder in accordance with the Transaction 

Agreements; (b) SDG&E to enter into either the Closing PPA, or in the alternative, the Stand 

Alone PPA; (c) SDG&E’s  proposed ratemaking and cost recovery proposals to place the tax 

equity investment in SDG&E’s rate base and earn a fixed return of 8.4%1 throughout the 20 year 

                                                 
 
1  8.4% is the fixed pre-tax return that is applied to the rate-based investment in the revenue requirement model.   

7.36% is the fixed after-tax return that is applied to the ratepayer investment in the Base Case Model.  These 
returns are documented at page AM-26 of the Prepared Direct Testimony of Amir Moftakhar (Ex. 3). 
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term of the Closing PPA; (d) SDG&E’s request to modify its current long-term procurement plan 

to allow it to enter into hedging arrangements for a period of up to ten years; (e) SDG&E’s 

request to provide credit support as necessary to the project company pursuant to P.U. Code 

Section 701.5(c); (f) SDG&E’s request for Commission approval, as may be necessary, of any 

limited waivers of the Commission’s Affiliate Transaction Rules to effect the transactions 

described herein and to preserve the confidentiality of certain NaturEner cost data and sensitive 

SDG&E renewable procurement information; and (g) approval of any other relief as necessary 

and proper, including, without limitation, the relief identified in Section 2 of this Settlement 

Agreement. 

 E. SDG&E also requested in the Pending Application that the Commission make 

specific findings that: 

  (a) the Closing PPA, or in the alternative, the Stand Alone PPA, is consistent 

with SDG&E’s Commission-approved Renewable Portfolio Standard (“RPS”) plan and 

procurement from the Closing PPA, or in the alternative, the Stand Alone PPA, will contribute 

towards SDG&E’s RPS procurement obligation;  

  (b) the terms and conditions of the Closing PPA, or in the alternative, the 

Stand Alone PPA, are reasonable and the Closing PPA, or in the alternative, the Stand Alone 

PPA, should be approved in its entirety.  All costs of the purchase associated with the Closing 

PPA, or in the alternative, the Stand Alone PPA, including for energy, green attributes, resource 

adequacy, and load uplift are fully recoverable in rates over its  term, subject to Commission 

review of SDG&E’s administration of the contract; and 

                        (c) generation that SDG&E procures pursuant to the Closing PPA, or in the 

alternative, the Stand Alone PPA constitutes generation from an eligible renewable energy 

resource for purposes of determining SDG&E’s compliance with any obligation that it may have 

to procure eligible renewable energy resources pursuant to the California RPS program (Public 

Utilities Code §§ 399.11, et seq. and/or other applicable law) and relevant Commission 

decisions. 
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 F. On August 18, 2010, Western Power Trading Forum, TURN and DRA protested 

the Pending Application, and the Independent Energy Producers Association filed a response.  

On August 30, 2010, SDG&E filed a reply to the protests and response.  The Commission held a 

Prehearing Conference on September 15, 2010.  On November 9, 2010, Rim Rock, TURN and 

DRA served Opening Testimony, and SDG&E and Rim Rock served Rebuttal Testimony on 

November 30, 2010.  Evidentiary hearings were held from December 13, 2010 to December 17, 

2010.  DRA, TURN, SDG&E, and Rim Rock began settlement negotiations soon afterwards.    

 G.    As the result of settlement negotiations, the Parties have agreed that in 

consideration for certain modifications to the terms and conditions of the Transaction 

Agreements as set forth in Confidential Exhibit A (collectively the “Amended Transaction 

Agreements”)2, and the establishment of procedural and other protections for ratepayers, set forth 

more particularly herein, the Commission should authorize SDG&E to execute and perform the 

Amended Transaction Agreements and grant the other requests made by SDG&E in the Pending 

Application.    

 H. Pursuant to Rule 12.1 of the Commission Rules of Practice and Procedure, on 

March  24, 2011, a settlement conference was convened for the purpose of discussing the 

settlement of all issues raised by and among SDG&E, Rim Rock, TURN and DRA in the 

Pending Application proceeding. 

In consideration of the respective covenants and agreements contained in this Settlement 

Agreement and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which 

are hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows. 

                                                 
 
2  The Amended Transaction Agreements included in Confidential Exhibit A to this Settlement Agreement are as 

follows:  (1) a First Amendment to Participation Agreement, which includes, among other things, an Amended 
Pricing Addendum and an amended Table of Base Case Model Inputs, and (2) an Amended form of LLC 
Agreement.  The original Transaction Agreements included in SDG&E’s Pending Application can be found in 
Exhibit 8-CRR (the McClenahan/Burkhart direct testimony, Confidential Exhibit A).  
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AGREEMENT 

 

 1. Compromise and Support.  This Settlement Agreement is a negotiated 

compromise of issues and is fully supported by the Parties.  Nothing contained in this Settlement 

Agreement or the Amended Transaction Agreements shall be deemed to constitute an admission 

or an acceptance by any Party of any fact, principle, or position contained herein.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Parties, by signing this Settlement Agreement and by joining 

the motion to approve the settlement in the Pending Application proceeding, acknowledge that 

they pledge support for Commission approval and subsequent implementation of these 

provisions.   

 2. Commission Approvals.  The Parties hereby agree that the Commission shall 

approve this Settlement Agreement and authorize SDG&E to execute and perform its obligations 

under the Amended Transaction Agreements, which have been revised to incorporate the terms 

and conditions of this Settlement Agreement as set forth more particularly in Confidential 

Exhibit A and below, and shall grant the additional authority as set forth below: 

  (a) Order SDG&E to amend the Transaction Agreements as needed to reduce 

the total quantity purchased from the Project from 309 MW to no more than 189 MW, and 

approve the Closing PPA or in the alternative, the Stand Alone PPA, which reflect the 

amendments described in Section C of the recitals and a total quantity purchased of no more than 

189 MW, and make the findings described in Section E of the recitals in relation to the Closing 

PPA and Stand Alone PPA;     

  (b) Approve SDG&E’s request to modify its current long-term procurement 

plan to allow it to enter into hedging arrangements for a period of up to ten years in order to 

ensure price stability for the null power sales associated with the transaction as set forth in the 

Pending Application and SDG&E’s testimony;  

  (c) Approve SDG&E’s request to provide credit support as necessary to the 

project company pursuant to P.U. Code Section 701.5(c) and for approval of any associated costs 

as set forth in the Pending Application and SDG&E’s testimony;  
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  (d)  Approve, as necessary, any limited waivers of the Commission’s Affiliate 

Transaction Rules to effect the transactions described herein and to preserve the confidentiality 

of certain NaturEner cost data and sensitive SDG&E renewable procurement information as set 

forth in the Pending Application and SDG&E’s testimony;  

(e)  Approve SDG&E’s ratemaking, cost recovery, and tax equity investment 

proposals as set forth in the Pending Application and SDG&E’s testimony, subject to the express 

modifications required by this Settlement Agreement, including but not limited to the 

modifications to the proposals in the following sections 2(f) to 2(i) Ordered by the Commission;  

(f) Order SDG&E to make the following modifications to its ratemaking and 

cost recovery proposals for the tax equity investment in the Project:    

(i) out of the total tax equity investment to be made by SDG&E, the 

maximum amount allocated to SDG&E’s ratepayers shall be reduced from SDG&E’s 

originally requested amount of the lesser of $600 million or 79.99% of Project Costs to 

the lesser of $250 million or 64.99% of the Project Costs;  

(ii) the amount of SDG&E’s total tax equity investment allocated to 

SDG&E’s ratepayers be placed in SDG&E’s rate base and earn a fixed return of 8.4% 

throughout the 20-year term of the Closing PPA;  

(iii) out of the total tax equity investment to be made by SDG&E, the 

amount allocated to SDG&E’s shareholders shall be at least 10% of the Project Costs 

(except to the extent of cost overruns during construction that are allocated to Rim Rock 

in accordance with the terms of the Participation Agreement) and SDG&E shall have the 

option to make this tax equity investment according to SDG&E’s authorized capital 

structure and under SDG&E’s existing financing authority (at the target returns set forth 

in sections 2(g)(ii) and 2(g)(iii)), provided that SDG&E shareholders in their sole 

discretion shall have the right to increase the amount of their total tax equity investment; 

(iv) Rim Rock’s (or its affiliate’s) equity contribution shall be in an 

amount of no less than 25% of the Project Costs; and  
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(v) the remaining capital contributions above the amounts specified in 

Sections 2(f)(i), (iii) and (iv)  that are needed to equal 100% of the Project Costs shall be 

provided by SDG&E shareholders and Rim Rock, as agreed between them;    

(g) Order that SDG&E’s tax equity investment in the Project shall be made 

consistent with each of the following conditions:   

(i) from the total return earned by SDG&E on its tax equity 

investment, the portion of SDG&E’s tax equity investment that is allocated to SDG&E’s 

ratepayers shall earn a targeted rate of return of 7.36% (after tax) on a date targeted in the 

Base Case Model to occur ten (10) years or less from the Contribution Closing Date (the 

“Ratepayer Flip Date”3), 

(ii) from the total return earned by SDG&E on its tax equity 

investment, unless a higher rate of return is approved by all Parties to the Settlement 

Agreement prior to the Construction Financial Closing Date, the portion of SDG&E’s tax 

equity investment that is allocated to SDG&E’s shareholders shall earn a targeted rate of 

return that does not exceed xxxx after tax, targeted in the Base Case Model to occur no 

less than twelve (12) months and no more than eighteen (18) months after the Ratepayer 

Flip Date (the “Shareholder Flip Date”4), with the exact target Shareholder Flip Date to 

be determined in accordance with Section 3(c)(ii) below,  

(iii) from the total return earned by SDG&E on its tax equity 

investment, the portion of SDG&E’s tax equity investment that is allocated to SDG&E’s 

shareholders shall earn no more than a targeted rate of return of xxxx after tax, as of the 

end of the twentieth (20th) year after the Contribution Closing Date (“SDG&E Investment 

Period”), unless a higher rate of return is approved by all Parties to the Settlement 

Agreement prior to the Construction Financial Closing Date,   

                                                 
 
3  In the Amended Transaction Agreements, the Ratepayer Flip Date is referred to as the Tranche 1 Flip Date. 
4  In the Amended Transaction Agreements, the Shareholder Flip Date is referred to as the Tranche 2 Flip Date. 
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(iv) prior to the Cash Flip Date, subject to meeting the constraints in 

the Base Case Model set forth in this Settlement Agreement and the Amended Pricing 

Addendum, Rim Rock shall retain the highest possible allocation of Distributable Cash 

from the Project,  

(v) for the period prior to the Ratepayer Flip Date, the portion of 

SDG&E’s tax equity investment that is allocated to SDG&E’s ratepayers shall (1) receive 

a higher than pro-rata allocation of the total benefits from the Project relative to their 

investment, and (2) SDG&E’s shareholders cannot be targeted to achieve a return equal 

to or higher than the SDG&E’s ratepayers’ return at the Ratepayer Flip Date, unless 

otherwise approved by all Parties to the Settlement Agreement as determined by the 

selection of a Base Case Model in accordance with Section 3(f)(iv),  

(vi) in the Base Case Model, following the Shareholder Flip Date, 

SDG&E shall earn not less than the percentage interest in partnership income and gain 

for the taxable year as is required by applicable tax safe harbor rules.  The exact portion 

of such percentage interest in the partnership income and gain to be allocated to 

SDG&E’s ratepayers in the Base Case Model for the period after the Shareholder Flip 

Date shall be determined by the selection of a Base Case Model in accordance with 

Section 3(f)(iv), and  

(vii) if additional generating facilities are placed into commercial 

operation at or near the Project that uses any of the facilities or contractual rights of the 

Project (including, without limitation, a portion of the transmission rights held by the 

Project), such new project shall pay a prorata share of initial capital costs and operating 

costs of any jointly used facilities or contractual rights to the Project, pursuant to the 

terms of a Shared Assets Agreement that shall be subject to approval by SDG&E; 

  (h) Order that SDG&E shall make periodic reports to the Commission 

regarding Ratepayer Neutrality (as defined below) as follows: 
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(i)   “Ratepayer Neutrality” means that, at the end of the SDG&E 

Investment Period, the costs to SDG&E ratepayers of the rate-based investment over the 

SDG&E Investment Period less the stream of actual and expected remaining Project 

benefits received by SDG&E ratepayers during the SDG&E Investment Period, 

discounted in the revenue requirement model in effect as of the Construction Financial 

Closing Date at 8.4% to the Contribution Closing Date, shall have no greater than a zero 

net present value.  Though the actual achievement of Ratepayer Neutrality cannot be 

known until the end of SDG&E’s 20-year Investment Period (and any adjustments to the 

annual revenue requirements to achieve and maintain Ratepayer Neutrality under 

Sections 2(h)(iv) and 2(h)(v) below are required only on or after the Ratepayer Flip Date 

as defined in the Base Case Model), the achievement and maintenance of Ratepayer 

Neutrality shall be estimated pursuant to the following paragraphs. 

(ii)  Materials sufficient to demonstrate to the Commission that the 

investment has achieved or is expected to achieve and maintain Ratepayer Neutrality 

include, at a minimum, outputs from SDG&E’s revenue requirements model reflecting 

the costs or projected costs of the rate-based investment and the Project benefits received 

or projected to be received by SDG&E in accordance with the Base Case Model and the 

LLC Agreement. 

(iii) SDG&E shall file a Tier 1 advice letter annually with the 

Commission (until such time as the Tier 2 Advice Letter described in Section 2(l) (iv) 

below is filed) in which SDG&E shall provide an update of (1) the historic revenue 

requirement based on actual Project performance and the remaining forecasted annual 

revenue requirement and Project benefits for the SDG&E Investment Period, (2) the 

expected date of the Ratepayer Flip Date, (3) if the Ratepayer Flip Date is expected to 

occur within SDG&E’s Investment Period, materials sufficient to demonstrate that the 

rate-based investment is expected to achieve and maintain Ratepayer Neutrality, and (4) 

if the Ratepayer Flip Date is not expected to occur within SDG&E’s Investment Period, 

an explanation of why the Project benefits will fail to achieve a Ratepayer Flip Date and 

the actual or projected net loss to ratepayers from the rate based tax equity investment. 
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(iv) On or about the time of the Ratepayer Flip Date, as determined in 

the Base Case Model, SDG&E shall file a Tier 2 advice letter (“Tier 2 Advice Letter”) 

notifying the Commission that the Ratepayer Flip Date has occurred or will occur in the 

near future. The Tier 2 Advice Letter should also include (1) an update of the historic 

revenue requirement based on actual Project performance and remaining forecasted 

annual revenue requirements and expected Project benefits for the remainder of the 

SDG&E Investment Period, (2) materials sufficient to demonstrate that the rate-based 

investment is expected to achieve and maintain Ratepayer Neutrality, and (3) if necessary 

to achieve and maintain Ratepayer Neutrality, SDG&E shall verify that it has adjusted the 

remaining annual revenue requirements to achieve and maintain Ratepayer Neutrality.  

An adjustment to the annual revenue requirements, if necessary, would only occur upon 

the achievement of the Ratepayer Flip Date, as determined in the Base Case Model, and 

would not involve any adjustment whatsoever to the Base Case Model or to the 

allocations or distributions required to be made pursuant to the LLC Agreement.  

(v) Within one (1) year after filing the Tier 2 Advice Letter, and 

annually thereafter, SDG&E shall file a Tier 1 advice letter that provides (1) an update of 

the historic revenue requirement based on actual Project performance and the remaining 

forecasted annual revenue requirements and Project benefits, (2) materials sufficient to 

demonstrate that the rate-based investment has achieved and will maintain Ratepayer 

Neutrality, and (3) if necessary to maintain Ratepayer Neutrality, SDG&E shall verify 

that it has adjusted the remaining annual revenue requirements to achieve and maintain 

Ratepayer Neutrality, provided that any adjustment to the annual revenue requirements, if 

necessary, would only occur upon the achievement of the Ratepayer Flip date, as 

determined in the Base Case Model, and would not involve any adjustment whatsoever to 

the Base Case Model or to the allocations or distributions required to be made pursuant to 

the LLC Agreement. 

  (i) Order that SDG&E and Rim Rock shall make amendments to the 

Transaction Agreements and the Base Case Model consistent with the foregoing, including 
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changes in thresholds, production levels, and other matters in proportion to the reduction in the 

Project size from 309 MWs to 189 MWs, as may be applicable in the Transaction Agreements;  

(j) Order that the Green Attributes Price Cap shall remain unchanged from 

the price specified in the Participation Agreement and the Green Attributes Price shall be 

optimized to be as low as is possible while satisfying all caps, targets and constraints set forth in 

this Settlement Agreement or the Amended Transaction Agreements (including, without 

limitation,  the target for full-term return for Rim Rock (or its affiliates), SDG&E shareholders 

and SDG&E ratepayers unless a Party in its sole discretion agrees to reduce its return); and 

(k) Approve any other relief as is necessary and proper. 

 3. Agreements Relating to Due Diligence, Updating Inputs to the Base Case 

Model, and the Running of the Base Case Model at Construction Financial Closing. 

  (a)  Concurrent with the execution of this Settlement Agreement, SDG&E and 

Rim Rock have provided TURN and DRA a disk containing the current version of the Base Case 

Model that reflects the revised transaction structure described in Section 2 above, which TURN 

and DRA have reviewed and accepted.5  To the extent SDG&E and Rim Rock make any material 

changes in the Base Case Model after execution of the Settlement Agreement, they shall advise 

TURN and DRA of any such material changes and provide TURN and DRA an opportunity to 

review and advise SDG&E regarding the proposed changes.   

  (b) SDG&E and Rim Rock shall provide TURN, DRA, and the Director of the 

Energy Division with the results of certain due diligence and certain updated Base Case Model 

inputs for the Project together with the following reports (collectively the “Project Diligence”) as 

such reports are completed and shall use reasonable commercial efforts to have such Project 

reports completed no later than sixty (60) days prior to the expected Construction Financing 

Closing Date for the Project:  
                                                 
 
5  The disk referenced above is provided as an attachment to the Amended Pricing Addendum and is referred to in 

the Amended Transaction Agreements as the Amended Base Case Model.  Inputs to the Amended Base Case 
Model will be updated as set forth in more detail in the sections of the Settlement Agreement below, including but 
not limited to Sections 3(c) and 3(f). 
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  (i) a wind assessment report from an independent wind engineer 

chosen by SDG&E;   

   (ii) a study of the suitability of the turbines purchased for the Project at 

the Project Site; 

  (iii)   one or more independent engineering reports from independent 

engineering firm(s) chosen by SDG&E which assess the Project;    

  (iv) any study prepared by the Alberta Independent System Operator 

(“AESO”) related to the interconnection of the MATL transmission line to the AESO 

system that addresses potential curtailment risk;   

  (v) any reports prepared pursuant to the Transaction Agreements with 

respect to the environmental condition of the Project Site; and 

  (vi) the most recent Price Forecast (as defined below in Section 3(d)) 

that is available as of sixty (60) days prior to the expected Construction Financial 

Closing Date.   

Quarterly Progress Reports required under the Participation Agreement shall be provided to 

TURN and DRA when provided to SDG&E.   

                      (c) Sixty (60) days prior to the expected Construction Financial Close Date, 

SDG&E and Rim Rock shall also provide TURN, DRA, and the Energy Division with an update 

to the Base Case Model that incorporates the results of the Project Diligence and reflects the 

most recent projections of Project Costs and Operating Expense (as these terms are defined in the 

Amended Pricing Addendum to the Participation Agreement).  Further:   

(i) SDG&E may provide the Parties with Base Case Models that meet 

all of the caps, targets and constraints set forth in this Settlement Agreement and the 

Amended Pricing Addendum, with the constraint for the Shareholder Flip Date being 

relaxed to allow it to occur less than twelve (12) months or more than eighteen (18) 

months after the Ratepayer Flip Date.   
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(ii)        A Shareholder Flip Date that occurs anytime between twelve (12) 

months and eighteen (18) months after the Ratepayer Flip Date (“Shareholder 

Subordination Period”) shall be deemed acceptable for use in the Base Case Model 

selected in accordance with Section 3(f)(iv), unless within ten (10) Business Days after 

receipt of the Base Case Models provided by SDG&E in accordance with Section 

3(c)(i), TURN and DRA approve a shorter Shareholder Subordination Period, which 

they may do in their sole discretion.  A Shareholder Subordination Period in excess of 

eighteen (18) months shall only be permitted if approved by all Parties to the 

Settlement Agreement prior to the issuance by SDG&E of the Base Case Models 

provided in accordance with Section 3(f)(i).  For the avoidance of doubt, if TURN and 

DRA have not approved a shorter Shareholder Subordination Period or all the Parties to 

the Settlement Agreement have not approved a longer Shareholder Subordination 

Period, the Base Case Models provided in accordance with Section 3(f)(i) shall be in 

compliance with this Settlement Agreement as long as the Shareholder Flip Date occurs 

between twelve (12) and eighteen (18) months after the Ratepayer Flip Date. 

   (d) As soon as reasonably available after providing the Project Diligence, but 

in any event approximately thirty (30) days prior to the expected Construction Financing Closing 

Date for the Project, consistent with the other scheduling requirements for the Project, SDG&E 

and Rim Rock shall provide TURN, DRA and the Director of the Energy Division with the 

results of the following due diligence and updated Base Case Model inputs for the Project: 

 (i) the identity of the “short list” of prospective counter-parties to the 

hedge or fixed price contract for the sale of null power from the Project, the overall 

status of negotiations of the hedge or fixed price contract, including the anticipated 

price ranges, the quantity of energy subject to the hedge or fixed price contract, other 

terms that may affect the results of the Base Case Model, and the status of any credit 

support and firming and shaping arrangements.  The counter-party to the hedge or fixed 

price contract shall be investment-grade, as defined by Standard & Poors or if no rating 

is assigned to such entity’s unsecured, senior long-term debt by Standard & Poors, then 
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the general corporate credit rating or long-term issuer rating assigned by Standard & 

Poors, as the case may be; 

 (ii) the most recent Price Forecast that is available; 

 (iii) the report of the Insurance Consultant and the Appraiser; and 

 (iv) the form of the opinion letter to be delivered at the Construction 

Financial Closing (1) from counsel for Rim Rock, as approved by SDG&E, and (2) 

from counsel to SDG&E with respect to tax matters.  

(e) Notwithstanding any provision of the Amended Pricing Addendum, the 

definition of Price Forecast, the Base Case Model input for merchant energy revenues, shall be 

defined in the Transaction Agreements to be either the EDC Index or the Blended Index, as 

selected by TURN and DRA in conjunction with the selection of a Base Case Model, in 

accordance with Section 3(f)(iv) below.  The “EDC Index” shall be defined as the most recent 

Quarterly Report of On and Off Peak AESO Pool Price Forecast, published by EDC Associated 

Ltd., as of the date the adjustment is made, as applicable to wind production forecasts for On and 

Off Peak, respectively, as shaped to reflect the anticipated on peak and off peak output of the 

Project, based on wind studies of the Project.  The “Blended Index” shall mean the EDC Index, 

modified for years 2013 through 2017 by averaging the pricing in the EDC Index with prices 

from the Intercontinental Exchange (“ICE”) for the AESO market for such years weighted as 

follows:   

    2012     65% Exchange and 35% EDC Index 

    2013   55% Exchange and 45% EDC Index 

     2014    45% Exchange and 55% EDC Index 

    2015    35% Exchange and 65% EDC Index 

     2016    25% Exchange and 75% EDC Index 

     2017    15% Exchange and 85% EDC Index 

  (f) As soon as reasonably available, but in any event at least thirty (30) days 

prior to the expected Construction Financing Closing Date for the Project, except to the extent 
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expressly modified by this Settlement Agreement, SDG&E and Rim Rock shall update the BCM 

(“Updated BCM”) in accordance with the updating methodology set forth in Annex II, Amended 

Pricing Addendum to the Participation Agreement as modified by this Settlement Agreement 

(“Updating Methodology”), and deliver the Updated BCM to TURN and DRA.  The Updated 

BCM will include a computation of a Green Attribute Price and allocations of future Project 

benefits consistent with the Updating Methodology.  For the avoidance of doubt, if the 

definitions and parameters in the Amended Pricing Addendum conflict with the terms of this 

Settlement Agreement, the terms of this Settlement Agreement shall control.  SDG&E and Rim 

Rock shall respond promptly to TURN and DRA if they have questions regarding the Updated 

BCM.  The Parties acknowledge that a final hedge price for null power may not be available in 

this time frame.  

 (i) In addition to providing the Updated BCM, at least thirty (30) days 

prior to the expected Construction Financial Closing Date for the Project, SDG&E will 

provide the results of two (2) sets of three (3) distinct Base Case Models, based on the 

Updated BCM, with the input for the post-Shareholder Flip Date allocations and 

distributions to SDG&E’s ratepayers adjusted to be 1%, 2.5% and 4%, respectively, in 

the three (3) Base Case Models.  One set of the three (3) Base Case Models so provided 

shall have the EDC Index as an input for the Price Forecast, and the other set shall have 

the Blended Index as an input for the Price Forecast.  All of the Base Case Models 

provided in accordance with this sub-section will include a computation of a Green 

Attribute Price and allocations of future Project benefits consistent with the Updating 

Methodology.  SDG&E shall simultaneously provide materials sufficient to 

demonstrate whether each of the Base Case Models provided pursuant to this sub-

section is predicted to achieve Ratepayer Neutrality or better for ratepayers.  Subject to 

meeting the Base Case Model constraints set forth in this Settlement Agreement and the 

Amended Pricing Addendum, SDG&E will develop each of the distinct Base Case 

Models to be provided pursuant to this sub-section in a manner that minimizes the 

potential for a positive net present value (“NPV”) to occur during sensitivity analysis 

under commercially reasonable values, or combinations of commercially reasonable 

values, of the four assumptions listed in sub-section (ii) immediately below.   
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 (ii) For each of the Base Case Models provided in accordance with 

sub-section 3(f)(i), SDG&E will prepare up to nine (9) sensitivity cases with alternate 

assumptions, with such alternate assumptions specified by TURN and DRA within 

three (3) Business Days after receipt of the Base Case Models provided pursuant to 

sub-section 3(f)(i).  Alternate assumptions for purposes of sensitivity analysis can 

include changing one or more of the following variables:  capacity factor, “null” power 

prices, the hedge or offtake price and the US/CAD exchange rate.  SDG&E will 

provide results from these scenario cases to the Parties to the Settlement Agreement 

within seven (7) Business Days after TURN and DRA have notified SDG&E of their 

selected alternate assumptions.  The results of the sensitivity cases shall demonstrate 

the expected annual and net ratepayer impact to ratepayers of the ratepayer investment.  

Results shall be provided in electronic Excel-compatible format and include at least the 

“Partner # Monthly IRR” tabs of the Base Case Model, outputs from SDG&E’s revenue 

requirements model, and any related Excel files required to process these models’ 

results to determine ratepayer costs and Ratepayer Neutrality.  The sensitivity cases are 

to be provided by SDG&E for informational purposes to assist TURN and DRA in 

selecting one (1) final Base Case Model pursuant to section 3(f)(iii).   

 (iii) Subject to the following conditions, SDG&E and Rim Rock will 

accept the preference of TURN and DRA in selecting a final Base Case Model from 

one of the Base Case Models provided in accordance with sub-section 3(f)(i) in order to 

determine the Green Attributes Price and allocations of Project benefits.  The Base 

Case Models provided shall be consistent with the Updated BCM and shall satisfy all 

caps, targets and constraints set forth in this Settlement Agreement or the Amended 

Transaction Agreements, including, without limitation, each  Party’s target or full-term 

return (unless a Party in its sole discretion agrees to reduce its return).  To the extent 

that any of the Base Case Models to be provided pursuant to sub-section 3(f)(i) does not 

meet the foregoing criteria, it shall be eliminated from consideration.  In addition, Base 

Case Models that produce positive NPVs under commercially reasonable scenarios in 

the revenue requirement model during sensitivity analysis may also be eliminated by 

SDG&E.   
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 (iv) Within seven (7) Business Days after receipt of the sensitivity 

cases provided pursuant to sub-section 3(f)(ii), TURN and DRA shall advise SDG&E 

and Rim Rock of their selection of a final Base Case Model to use for the calculation of 

the Green Attributes Price, from the set of Base Case Models provided pursuant to sub-

section 3(f)(i), including specifying whether the final Base Case Model shall use the 

EDC Index or the Blended Index as the input for the Price Forecast.  If TURN and 

DRA fail to notify SDG&E of their choice within such seven (7) Business Day period, 

SDG&E and Rim Rock shall make this selection.    

  (g) If TURN and DRA object to the use of any of the updated material inputs 

used in the Updated BCM, they shall notify SDG&E and Rim Rock in writing within five (5) 

Business Days after receipt of the Updated BCM of their objections (“Objection to Updated 

BCM Inputs”).  Such Objection to Updated BCM Inputs shall specify precisely the grounds on 

which TURN and DRA object to the Updated BCM Input.   

  (h) In the event that no timely Objection to Updated BCM Inputs is asserted, 

the Parties agree that within two (2) Business Days after the later of (a) the five (5) Business Day 

period for objections has expired, or (b) the date by which one of the Base Case Models is 

selected in accordance with Section 3(f)(iv), the Director of the Energy Division shall issue a 

letter (“Energy Division Authorizing Letter”) providing SDG&E authority to: 

 (i) proceed with the Updated BCM, adjusted consistent with the Base 

Case Model selected in accordance with Section 3(f)(iv), as it may be further updated 

by the actual executed hedge price or fixed price contract, and  

 (ii) execute the Amended Transaction Agreements and perform its 

obligations thereunder. 

The Parties agree that the purpose of the Energy Division Authorizing Letter is to confirm that 

SDG&E and Rim Rock are proceeding to implement the Amended Transaction Agreements and 

run the Base Case Model in a manner consistent with the Commission’s approval of this 
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Settlement Agreement, and that, accordingly, the issuance of the Energy Division Authorizing 

Letter is not subject to an appeal to or request for rehearing with the full Commission. 

  (i) If an Objection to Updated BCM Inputs is timely submitted to SDG&E 

and Rim Rock, the Parties shall meet within five (5) Business Days and seek to clarify and 

resolve any issue raised by the Objection to Updated BCM Inputs (“Informal Resolution of BCM 

Inputs”).  If the Parties are able to resolve the issues raised in the Objection to Updated BCM 

Inputs within such five (5) Business Day period, the Objection to Updated BCM Inputs shall be 

deemed withdrawn and the Energy Division shall issue the Energy Division Authorizing Letter 

within two (2) Business Days after the later of (a) the Informal Resolution of BCM Inputs, or (b) 

the date by which a final Base Case Model is selected in accordance with Section 3(f)(iv). 

  (j) If the Informal Resolution of Updated BCM Inputs process does not 

resolve the issues raised in the Objection to Updated BCM Inputs within five (5) Business Days 

after the submission of the Objection to Updated BCM Inputs, the Parties shall within two (2) 

Business Days (unless extended by the mutual agreement of all Parties) present any remaining 

issue to the Director of the Energy Division to assist in resolving the dispute and, if necessary, to 

decide any unresolved dispute.  In the event that the Parties require the Director of the Energy 

Division to decide any unresolved issue relating to the Updated BCM, they shall present all oral 

and written material in support of their position to the Director of the Energy Division within 

such two (2) Business Day period (unless extended by the mutual agreement of all Parties).  

Within five (5) Business Days thereafter, the Director of the Energy Division shall determine the 

outcome of the dispute.  The Director of the Energy Division shall make a determination in favor 

of SDG&E if the Director determines that the Updated BCM Input in dispute is in compliance 

with the requirements of the Updating Methodology; in any event, the Energy Division shall 

accept the values and methodologies for calculating such inputs set forth in the amended Table 

of Base Case Model Inputs.  The Energy Division shall issue the Energy Division Authorizing 

Letter within two (2) Business Days after the later of (a)  the date the Parties resolve the dispute 

with the assistance of the Director of the Energy Division; or (b)  the date the Director of the 

Energy Division determines the outcome of the dispute or (c) the date by which a final Base 
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Case Model is selected in accordance with Section 3(f)(iv), but in any event, no later than seven 

(7) Business Days after expiration of the five (5) Business Day Informal Resolution period.    

 4. SDG&E Commitment Regarding Satisfaction of RPS Requirements with 

Tradable Renewable Energy Credits (“TRECs”).    

  (a) SDG&E commits to refrain from procuring any incremental Tradable 

Renewable Energy Credits (TRECs) from projects that are neither directly connected nor 

dynamically scheduled to a California-based Balancing Area Authority if such purchase would 

cause SDG&E to meet more than 25% of its Renewable Energy Requirements with such TRECs 

through December 31, 2017. 

 

  (b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), SDG&E may procure additional TRECs 

from projects that are neither directly connected nor dynamically scheduled to a California-based 

Balancing Area Authority if both of the following conditions are met: 

 

 (i) The TRECs are necessary to achieve compliance with a Renewable 

Energy Requirement prior to January 1, 2018; and 

 (ii) The compliance deficit is due to the failure of an operating 

renewable generator selling power to SDG&E under a Commission-approved power 

purchase agreement to satisfy minimum production requirements due to either a force 

majeure event or default.  In order for this condition to be satisfied, SDG&E must have 

been receiving electricity from this facility prior to the default or force majeure event.  

In the event that this condition is satisfied, SDG&E may procure additional TRECs 

equal to the deficit associated with the force majeure event or default. 

  (c) For purposes of this agreement, “Tradable Renewable Energy Credits” 

have the same meaning as the term used in Commission Decisions 10-03-021 and 11-01-025.   

 

  (d) For purposes of this Settlement Agreement, “a California-based Balancing 

Area Authority” includes the Balancing Areas operated by the California Independent System 
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Operator, the Imperial Irrigation District, the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, and 

the Sacramento Municipal Utility District. 

 

  (e) For purposes of this Settlement Agreement, “directly connected” refers to 

the first point of interconnection by the generator to the transmission network. 

 

  (f) For purposes of this Settlement Agreement, the term “Renewable Energy 

Requirements” includes the California Renewable Portfolio Standard administered by the 

Commission and the Renewable Electricity Standard under development at the Air Resources 

Board.  The commitment identified in this section is binding regardless of any future 

administrative or legislative changes made to these programs. 

 

  (g) This commitment is not binding if the Project fails to achieve commercial 

operation for any reason. 

 

 5. Complete Package.  The Settlement is to be treated as a complete package not as 

a collection of separate agreements on discrete issues or proceedings.  To accommodate the 

interests of different Parties on diverse issues, the Parties acknowledge that changes, 

concessions, or compromises by a Party or Parties with respect to one part of the settlement 

necessitated changes, concessions, or compromises by other Parties in other parts. 

 6. Modifications by Commission.  In the event the Commission rejects or modifies 

this Settlement Agreement, the Parties reserve their respective rights under Rule 12.4 of the 

Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure.  In addition, SDG&E and Rim Rock reserve 

their respective rights under the provisions of the Transaction Agreements as originally 

submitted to the Commission for approval. 

 7. Cooperation.  The Parties agree not to contest the validity and enforceability of 

this Settlement Agreement, the Amended Transaction Agreements, the Energy Division 

Authorizing Letter or any Commission decision contemplated by or required to implement this 

Settlement Agreement and the Parties will cooperate fully and in good faith to obtain timely 
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Commission approval of the matters set forth in Section 2 above, and to effectuate the 

transactions contemplated by this Settlement Agreement.  The Parties shall actively support 

Commission approval of the matters described in Section 2 above in all public, judicial, 

administrative and legislative forums. 

 8.  Commission Approval.  “Commission Approval” means a final and non-

appealable order of the Commission, without conditions or modifications unacceptable to the 

Parties, or any of them, which authorizes and approves each of the SDG&E’s requests, as 

described in Section 2, above in its entirety.  Commission Approval will be deemed to have 

occurred on the date that a Commission decision containing such findings becomes final and 

non-appealable.  As used in this definition, non-appealable means that all periods for filing an 

application for rehearing with the Commission and for filing a petition for judicial review have 

passed, or if such an application or petition has been filed, has been resolved in favor of the 

validity of the order. 

 9. Joint Motion for Approval.  Within five days from the Execution Date, the 

Parties shall file a joint motion for approval of settlement with the Commission (“Joint Motion”).  

The Joint Motion will request Commission Approval as described in Section 8 above. 

 10. Not Precedential.  As provided by Rule 12.5 of the Commission’s Rules of 

Practice and Procedure, the Parties agree that Commission approval of the Joint Motion will not 

constitute precedent regarding any principle or issue in this proceeding or in any future 

proceeding unless the Commission expressly provides otherwise. 

 11. Confidentiality of Certain Aspects of Settlement Agreement and Amended 

Transaction Agreements.  The Parties shall not publicly disclose the terms or conditions 

contained in the redacted portions of this Settlement Agreement and the Amended Transaction 

Agreements except as expressly required by the respective non-disclosure agreements entered 

into by and among the Parties, and in conformance with P.U. Code Section 454.5(g) and S.B. 

1488, the decisions arising out of R.05-06-040 (including D.06-06-066 and D.08-04-023), P.U 

Code Section 583 and General Order 66-C.  In the Joint Motion or a concurrently filed pleading, 

SDG&E and Rim Rock will request that the redacted portions of this Settlement Agreement and 
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the Amended Transaction Agreements be protected from disclosure to the public.  The respective 

obligations of the Parties to maintain the confidentiality of the Amended Transaction 

Agreements shall continue irrespective of whether the Commission approves, rejects or modifies 

the Amended Transaction Agreements. 

 12. Protests Rendered Moot.  TURN and DRA agree, and the Joint Motion shall 

state, that their respective protests of the Pending Application are rendered moot by the filing of 

the Joint Motion, and that TURN and DRA each fully supports Commission Approval, as 

described in Section 8 above.   

 13. No Modification; Entire Agreement.  This Settlement Agreement contains the 

entire understanding of the Parties concerning the subject matter of the settlement and, except as 

expressly provided for herein, supersedes all prior understandings and agreements, whether oral 

or written, among them with respect to the subject matter hereof and thereof.  There are no 

representations, warranties, agreements, arrangements or understandings, oral or written, among 

the Parties hereto relating to the subject matter of the settlement and such other documents and 

instruments which are not fully expressed herein or therein.  This Settlement Agreement may be 

amended or modified only by an agreement in writing signed by each of the Parties hereto. 

 14. Confidentiality of Settlement Discussions.  The Parties hereby acknowledge and 

agree that the settlement discussions, including the information exchanged in connection 

therewith that was identified as confidential and subject to the settlement privilege, shall 

continue to be subject to both Commission Rule 12.6 and California Evidence Code Section 

1152.  The respective obligations of the Parties to maintain the confidentiality of the settlement 

discussions shall continue irrespective of whether the Commission approves, rejects or modifies 

this Settlement Agreement or the Amended Transaction Agreements.  

 15. Counterparts.  This Settlement Agreement may be executed in one or more 

counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute 

one and the same instrument. 
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 16. Captions and Section Headings.  Captions and section headings used herein are 

for convenience only and are not a part of this Settlement Agreement and shall not be used in 

construing it. 

 17. Time of Essence.  Time is hereby expressly made of the essence with respect to 

each and every term and provision of this Settlement Agreement upon its effectiveness.  The 

Parties acknowledge that each will be relying upon the timely performance by the others of their 

obligations hereunder as a material inducement to each Party’s execution and approval of this 

Settlement Agreement. 

 18. No Third Party Beneficiaries.  Except as may be specifically set forth in this 

Settlement Agreement, nothing in this Settlement Agreement, whether express or implied, is 

intended to confer any rights or remedies under or by reason of this Settlement Agreement on 

any persons other than the Parties and their respective permitted successors and assigns, nor is 

anything in this Settlement Agreement intended to relieve or discharge the obligation or liability 

of any third persons to any Party, nor give any third persons any right of subrogation or action 

against any Party.  This Settlement Agreement does not confer any rights or remedies on TURN 

and/or DRA with respect to the Transaction Agreements or the Amended Transaction 

Agreements. 

 19. Authority; Enforceability.  Each Party represents and warrants to the others that 

this Settlement Agreement has been duly authorized by all action required of such Party to be 

bound thereby, and that this Settlement Agreement, when effective, constitutes the valid, binding 

and enforceable obligations of such Party. 

 20. Waiver of Compliance.  To the extent permitted by applicable law, any failure of 

any of the Parties to comply with any obligation, covenant, agreement or condition set forth 

herein may be waived by the Party entitled to the benefit thereof only by a written instrument 

signed by such Party, but any such waiver shall not operate as a waiver of, or estoppel with 

respect to, any prior or subsequent failure to comply therewith.  The failure of a Party to this 

Settlement Agreement to assert any of its rights under this Settlement Agreement or otherwise 

shall not constitute a waiver of such rights. 
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